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Wikimedia Commons has media related to History of sound recording. Dictionary illustration of a
phonautograph. This version uses a barrel made of plaster of Paris. In this device, sound waves travelling
through the air vibrated a parchment diaphragm which was linked to a bristle, and the bristle traced a line
through a thin coating of soot on a sheet of paper wrapped around a rotating cylinder. The sound vibrations
were recorded as undulations or other irregularities in the traced line. Reproduction of the recorded sound was
not possible with the original phonautograph. These recordings, made circa , include fragments of two French
songs and a recitation in Italian. On April 30, , he deposited a sealed envelope containing a summary of his
ideas with the French Academy of Sciences , a standard procedure used by scientists and inventors to establish
priority of conception of unpublished ideas in the event of any later dispute. This metal surface would then be
given the same motion and speed as the original recording surface. A stylus linked to a diaphragm would be
made to ride in the groove or on the ridge so that the stylus would be moved back and forth in accordance with
the recorded vibrations. It would transmit these vibrations to the connected diaphragm, and the diaphragm
would transmit them to the air, reproducing the original sound. He had died in at the age of The visitor
without any ceremony whatever turned the crank, and to the astonishment of all present the machine said:
How do you do? How do you like the phonograph? The platen had a spiral groove on its surface, like the disk.
Over this was placed a circular disk of paper; an electromagnet with the embossing point connected to an arm
traveled over the disk; and any signals given through the magnets were embossed on the disk of paper. If this
disc was removed from the machine and put on a similar machine provided with a contact point, the embossed
record would cause the signals to be repeated into another wire. The ordinary speed of telegraphic signals is
thirty-five to forty words a minute; but with this machine several hundred words were possible. This pulley
was connected by a cord to a little paper toy representing a man sawing wood. Hence, if one shouted: I
reached the conclusion that if I could record the movements of the diaphragm properly, I could cause such
records to reproduce the original movements imparted to the diaphragm by the voice, and thus succeed in
recording and reproducing the human voice. Over this was to be placed tinfoil , which easily received and
recorded the movements of the diaphragm. I was in the habit of marking the price I would pay on each sketch.
If the workman lost, I would pay his regular wages; if he made more than the wages, he kept it. The workman
who got the sketch was John Kruesi. Kruesi, when he had nearly finished it, asked what it was for. I told him I
was going to record talking, and then have the machine talk back. He thought it absurd. I adjusted the
reproducer, and the machine reproduced it perfectly. I was never so taken aback in my life. I was always afraid
of things that worked the first time. Long experience proved that there were great drawbacks found generally
before they could be got commercial; but here was something there was no doubt of. Recording for that
primitive machine was a comparatively simple matter. I had to keep my mouth about six inches away from the
horn and remember not to make my voice too loud if I wanted anything approximating to a clear reproduction;
that was all. When it was played over to me and I heard my own voice for the first time, one or two friends
who were present said that it sounded rather like mine; others declared that they would never have recognised
it. I daresay both opinions were correct. The clockwork portion of the phonograph is concealed in the base
beneath the statue; the amplifying horn is the shell behind the human figure. One peculiar consequence was
that it was possible to overdub additional sound onto a recording being played back. The recording was
heavily worn by each playing, and it was nearly impossible to accurately remount a recorded foil after it had
been removed from the cylinder. In this form, the only practical use that could be found for the phonograph
was as a startling novelty for private amusement at home or public exhibitions for profit. They named their
version the Graphophone. Introduction of the disc record[ edit ] The use of a flat recording surface instead of a
cylindrical one was an obvious alternative which thought-experimenter Charles Cros initially favored and
which practical experimenter Thomas Edison and others actually tested in the late s and early s. The oldest
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surviving example is a copper electrotype of a recording cut into a wax disc in The commercialization of
sound recording technology was initially aimed at use for business correspondence and transcription into
writing, in which the cylindrical form offered certain advantages, the storage of large numbers of records
seemed unlikely, and the ease of producing multiple copies was not a consideration. In , Emile Berliner
patented a variant of the phonograph which he named the Gramophone. The diaphragm was linked to the
recording stylus in a way that caused it to vibrate laterally side to side as it traced a spiral onto a zinc disc very
thinly coated with a compound of beeswax. The zinc disc was then immersed in a bath of chromic acid; this
etched a groove into the disc where the stylus had removed the coating, after which the recording could be
played. In May , in San Francisco , the first "phonograph parlor" opened. It featured a row of coin-operated
machines, each supplied with a different wax cylinder record. The customer selected a machine according to
the title that it advertised, inserted a nickel , then heard the recording through stethoscope -like listening tubes.
By the mids, most American cities had at least one phonograph parlor. The coin-operated mechanism was
invented by Louis T. Glass and William S. The Class M was powered by a wet-cell glass battery that would
spill dangerous acid if it tipped over or broke. The phenomenon of phonograph parlors peaked in Paris around
This recording enticed store customers with the wonders of the invention. Problems playing this file? By ,
record manufacturers had begun using a rudimentary duplication process to mass-produce their product. While
the live performers recorded the master phonograph, up to ten tubes led to blank cylinders in other
phonographs. Until this development, each record had to be custom-made. Before long, a more advanced
pantograph -based process made it possible to simultaneously produce 90â€” copies of each record. However,
as demand for certain records grew, popular artists still needed to re-record and re-re-record their songs.
Sometimes he would sing "The Laughing Song" more than fifty times in a day, at twenty cents per rendition.
The average price of a single cylinder in the mids was about fifty cents. Recently developed optical scanning
and image processing techniques have given new life to early recordings by making it possible to play
unusually delicate or physically unplayable media without physical contact. Louis, Missouri has been played
back by optical scanning and digital analysis. A few other early tinfoil recordings are known to survive,
including a slightly earlier one which is believed to preserve the voice of U. Hayes , but as of May they have
not yet been played by this means. These antique tinfoil recordings, which have typically been stored folded,
are too fragile to be played back with a stylus without seriously damaging them. Barnum and Shakespearean
actor Edwin Booth are amongst the earliest verified recordings by the famous that have survived to the
present. Recording with his tinfoil phonograph was too difficult to be practical, as the tinfoil tore easily, and
even when the stylus was properly adjusted, its reproduction of sound was distorted, and good for only a few
playbacks; nevertheless Edison had hit upon the secret of sound recording. However immediately after his
discovery he did not improve it, allegedly because of an agreement to spend the next five years developing the
New York City electric light and power system. Experiments were also to be conducted on the transmission of
sound by light , which resulted in the selenium-celled Photophone. By , the Volta associates had succeeded in
improving an Edison tinfoil machine to some extent. Wax was put in the grooves of the heavy iron cylinder,
and no tinfoil was used. Rather than apply for a patent at that time, however, they deposited the machine in a
sealed box at the Smithsonian , and specified that it was not to be opened without the consent of two of the
three men. The sound vibrations had been indented in the wax which had been applied to the Edison
phonograph. The following was the text of one of their recordings: I am a Graphophone and my mother was a
phonograph. The explanation is that in the early experiments, the turntable, with disc, was mounted on the
shop lathe, along with the recording and reproducing heads. Later, when the complete models were built, most
of them featured vertical turntables. The machine, although made in , was a duplicate of one made earlier but
taken to Europe by Chichester Bell. Tainter was granted U. Patent , on July 10, The playing arm is rigid,
except for a pivoted vertical motion of 90 degrees to allow removal of the record or a return to starting
position. While recording or playing, the record not only rotated, but moved laterally under the stylus, which
thus described a spiral, recording grooves to the inch. Edison for many years used the "hill-and-dale" method
on both his cylinders and Diamond Disc records , and Emile Berliner is credited with the invention of the
lateral cut, acid-etched Gramophone record in The Volta associates, however, had been experimenting with
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both formats and directions of groove modulation as early as
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